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Lessor 19

Comparing
with Adiectives

F Complete each sentence with a correct form ol good.

Possible responses are show
l. Aunt lackie's pumpkin pie is

n' better than the one from the store.

2. Adding extra spices to the pie filling is a
good idea.

3. Rene's apple pie is better than her last apple pie.

4. The competition is to find who makes the best peach preserves.

5. To grow,n" bgst flowers, you have to work hard

6. Crandpa tells me that his garden is than his neighbor's garden.

7. Luis thinks this book is
good

8. Of all of the stories I have read, this story is the best

9. Do you think the ending of the story is
good ?

10. That was the best of the three books.

) complete each sentence with a correct for m ol bod. POSSib-le fesp0nsgs

1I. That peach tasted bad 
re shown'

12. This year's harvest was WOTSE than last year's.

13. Aunt Lin said the berry crisp was the W0fSt she has ever tasted.

14. The old scarecrow ,oo*, bad

15. lalinda said this year's lemons were the w0rst she has ever seen.

16. John said that I was not a w0rse gardener than he was.

1 7. I did not enioy cooking because I was the w0rst chef in my family.

18. The preserves were bad and I did not eat them.

19. Theweatherwas w0rse today than yesterday.

20. Yesterday I felt bad because I ate too many crab apples.
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Grammar-Writing
Connection
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Name

& nead this part of a student's rough draft. Then answer

the questions that follow.

1. Which is the correct way to write

greotwhen comparing three or

more things (Sentence 1)?

@ g,"ut"tt

B more great

C most great

D correct as is

4. Which word or words should

replace the underlined words

in Sentence 4?

A more nicer

B most nice

@ nicer

D nicest

5. Which adjective should fill in the

blank in Sentence 5?

A old

@ older

C oldest

D more older

6. Which sentence uses an adjective

correctly to compare two things?

A Sentence 2

B Sentence 3

C Sentence 5

@ Sentence 6
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2. Which word or words should

replace the underlined words

in Sentence 2?

A more good

@ best

C more better

D correct as is

3. Which word or words should

replace the underlined word in

Sentence 3?

A deliciousest

B more delicious

e rnott delicious

D correct as is

@

Name

better

(1) Patty's Pies is the great bakery. (2) It has the most best cherry pie.

(3) My friend Lee says that its apple pie is the delicious he has ever had.

(4) The staf is more nice than the staffat the other local bakery. (5) You may

notice that the decorations at Patryt Pies re --.- 

- 

than those at the other

bakery. (6) However, the pies are better at Patry's, and that is what counts!


